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SOLUTION BRIEF

Advanced Technology Solutions (ATS)

Offering Overview / Executive Summary 
NWN provides customized business connectivity based on wired, wireless and telecommunication 
solutions to support the applications that facilitate the Customer’s business.  These solutions encompass 
leading manufacturer’s equipment in an architectural approach.  This equipment is combined with design/
implementation/managed services to create a solution that enables the Customer’s business to advance  
around the IT Infrastructure.  

IT infrastructure is critical to the Customer’s end-user experience (from wired to wireless) because access for  
the end-users to the critical applications is required for the business to operate effectively on a daily basis.   
This end-user access is not just in the four walls of the building anymore, but spans the mobile world and across 
multiple locations in multiple time zones.  NWN’s Connectivity Solutions allow the Customer’s IT Team to 
embrace the location challenges and enable the end-users to have a seamless experience for maximum  
efficiency in their daily activities.  

The main components of NWN Connectivity can be classified  
in the following groups:
• LAN Solutions
• WAN & Telecommunications Solutions
• Wireless Solutions

In each of these areas, NWN has established solutions that meet the 
infrastructure needs of the business and provide the Customer’s IT 
Team with the visibility into that infrastructure to proactively influence 
the business in an ongoing basis. 

Customer Problems
Customer’s challenges range from poor connectivity to dated technology to lack of 
management visibility. Many Customers will spend money on Connectivity and then 
let it operate longer than the technology or equipment is designed for. ‘If it isn’t broke, 
then don’t fix it’ is a common in the Connectivity world. But with continued application 
needs (both on premise and SaaS offerings) and a mobile work force, Customers are 
having to truly optimize the Connectivity and manage a very dynamic infrastructure 
that traditionally has had a ‘set it and forget it’ mentality. 
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solutions.
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Some of the top challenges are listed below:
• Poor Connectivity Experience for End-users. Business Interruption, Complexity, 

Instability, Changing end-user requirements and Security Risks.  Customer’s end 
users can experience poor connectivity to applications. If Connectivity is not 
reliable to critical applications, especially for mission-critical devices or locations, 
then business will be impacted.  Poor Connectivity results in significant business 
impact.  Complexity, Stability, Changing end-user requirements and Security 
threats continue to drive poor end-user experience.

• Equipment that is aging. Poor Performance, Hard to Manage, Inefficient 
Operations, Lack of Security.  This causes a real challenge for the IT Staff if the 
equipment is not supported when problems arise. If the equipment were to 
stop working, the Customer’s connectivity would be interrupted and the end-
users would lose access to applications and in turn, productivity for a certain 
time period.  Customers need to consume the latest technology updates (i.e. – 
security) as they are available.

• Limited Management Visibility.  Dynamic Requirements, Varied & Inefficient 
Tools, Lack of Analytics, Inefficient use of Resources.  If a Customer wants to 
rollout a new application within the existing connectivity today, there are multiple 
changes in the connectivity that needs to occur. These changes are very time 
consuming to complete, hence delaying the outcome the business is looking for.

• Cost.  Wasted Carrier Spend, Loss of Business Productivity, Difficult Lifecycle 
Management, Unpredictable Expenditures.  Most Customers have challenges 
with the Telco carriers from an invoicing and troubleshooting standpoint, 
especially when there are multiple carriers. Many Customers also have circuit 
connectivity they are paying for and do not use or need. The challenges in dealing 
with the carriers can arise into business interruptions when circuit challenges 
arise and waste in cost when not fully utilized.

NWN’s Solution Description
NWN provides a Unified Connectivity architecture that takes market-leading 
products and combines them with the NWN Services to create a Unified Secure 
Consistent End-user Connectivity Experience.  

These Solutions have 3 different technology areas:
• Wireless Connectivity Solutions
• LAN Connectivity Solutions
• WAN/Telecommunications Connectivity Solutions 

Within each of the technology areas above, NWN provides assessment/design 
services, implementation services and ongoing managed services.  These 
services combined with the hardware allow a customer to create a Connectivity 
architecture that is planned/implemented/maintained to support the business 
needs in an on-going basis.  

Use Cases
1. Essentials Bundle – The Essentials 

Bundle of Connectivity includes 
base-level design/implementation/
managed services attached to a 
customized bill of materials to meet 
the Customer’s entry-level needs into 
the solution.  This bundle is applicable 
for a Customer that does not rely on a 
large application base for the business 
to run smoothly.  

2. Core Bundle – The Core Bundle of 
Connectivity includes everything 
in the Essentials Bundle plus more 
automation/management capabilities.  
This bundle is applicable for a 
Customer that has some mission 
critical application needs for the 
business to operate smoothly and the 
IT department needs to react quickly 
to new business application needs (or 
quickly when challenges arise in the 
connectivity infrastructure).

3. Complete Bundle – The Complete 
Bundle of Connectivity includes 
everything in the Core Bundle plus 
additional guarantees around the 
wireless infrastructure design and 
additional automation/management/
analytics into the connectivity 
environment.  This bundles is 
applicable for a Customer that runs a 
multi-location IT environment that has 
multiple mission-critical applications 
that needs guaranteed performance 
across the Connectivity environment.  
This dynamic environment would also 
require pro-active analytics into the 
Connectivity Solution that can help 
IT drive the business applications 
forward for the business. 
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Key Differientators For Connectivity
• Customer Experience influenced through:

 > Wireless Coverage Guarantees based on the wireless survey results
 > End-users receive a predictable experience knowing the access to the 

applications guaranteed regardless of location (or connectivity type)
 > Designated Individuals through Service Desk and Assigned Team on Managed 

Services to help when challenges arise.
• Improve Operational Efficiency

 > Data driven approach through Assessments to baseline the infrastructure and 
demonstrate improvements over time

 > Using the technology to automate the change management moving forward 
(and avoid manual changes)

 > Service Desk can take a lot of those first calls of support off of your team in a 
24x7x365 coverage model to make your team more efficient.

• Avoid and Manage Risk 
 > Assessment-based approach in wireless surveys to ensure end-users get the 

right experience and avoid the risk of that not occurring.
 > Redundancy built into the designs to ensure downtime is avoided
 > Integrates security setting from the infrastructure into the overall architecture
 > Ties the connectivity into advanced security integrations for best end user 

experience (i.e. – identity profiles)
• Predictable Cost

 > The IaaS financial modeling that NWN can apply to these solutions
 > Lifecycle Adoption Services are built into the Offering to ensure customers 

receive maximum value of the investment.
 > Ensures that hardware rolled out consistently and on a regular schedule
 > Software upgrades are included in the managed service
 > ‘IaaS in a box’ can be created specific for a customer growth model

Key Value Drivers  
For Connectivity
• Customer Experience influenced 

through:
 > ‘Guaranteed’ Wireless Connectivity 

through the Active Site Survey 
process.  

 > Consistent, Stable and Scalable 
Connectivity for the IT Support team 

 > NWN EMP Experience through NWN 
Service Desk as challenges arise.

• Improve Operational Efficiency 
influenced through:

 > Data-driven approach.  NWN 
Assessments give preliminary data and 
then can show improvements in the 
infrastructure. 

 > NWN Automation
 > Insights & Analytics. Great Data from 

the Managed Services Team that can 
make informed decisions moving 
forward.

 > Extension of Team – Services Team is 
an extension of the Customer’s team 
to make them more efficient.

• Avoid and Manage Risk influenced 
through:

 > Improved Business Uptime
 > Multi-layered Secure Connectivity – 

less risk around security breaches into 
the connectivity infrastructure.

 > Consistent Performance on 
Connectivity equals less risk

• Managing to a Budget / Predictable 
Cost influenced through:

 > Adoption Services to ensure that 
capabilities that you are purchasing 
get rolled out appropriately (i.e. – 
security).  Maximize budget spent.

 > Improved Lifecycle Management for 
appropriate budget planning 

 > Flexible Financial models  
(as-a-service model)


